Monitor, Treat, and Analyze every aspect of your roadway in real-time with Surface Condition Management by Boschung America.
True MDSS

True MDSS can be defined as an MDSS package that incorporates all the elements of winter “Surface Condition Management”

- Weather Forecasting
- RWIS and other highway information
- Vehicle feedback
  - Road temperature
  - Road condition
  - Spreading information
  - Plow information
  - Other?
- Forecasted road section
- Treatment input/treatment recommendations
True MDSS - Today’s Problem

Real-time condition information

Forecasting information

Location, operation information

Public information

FAST system feedback
The one *True* solution is:

**BORRMA-web**
True MDSS Reality!

• True MDSS is a big task

• Can be implemented in pieces, using current and available equipment
  • Select software
    • Add vehicles
    • Add RWIS
    • Add Forecast- weather/road
    • Add treatment recommendations

• Seamless integration is critical

• Like components designed for like goal